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In this note we construct certain Hilbert subspaces with Hilbert-Schmidt imbedding, for
an arbitrary proper functional Hilbert space which consists of holomorphic functions. This
work extends results of Chapter III in [1] and has applications in the regularity problem for
generalised eigenfunctions (in particular to Theorem 2 in [2]). For an exposition of repro-
ducing kernels and Bergman's kernel function we refer to [4].

Let P denote a polydisc P = {zeC : | z ; -O; | < r, ( ;= 1,...,«)} and 28 - 28{P) the
space of all functions that are holomorphic in P and square integrable over P with respect to
Lebesgue measure on R2". 28, endowed with the L2-norm, has a reproducing kernel B(z, £)
which is Bergman's kernel; the function B: P-> 28 given by z H> B( •, z) is (strongly) conjugate-
holomorphic (i.e. z\->B(-,z) is holomorphic from F to 33). The following result extends
Theorem III.l of [1] (which corresponds to the case a = 1 below).

THEOREM 1. There is a positive selfadjoint operator T of Hilbert-Schmidt type in the space
28 with Bergman's kernel B(z, Q, with the following properties. For every a ^ 0, the Hilbert
subspace T"28 = 28X of 28 with norm \cp ||a = | T~'<p \\a contains all functions B(-, Q (CeP),

00

and so does the nuclear countably-Hilbert space 28m = C\ 28a= f\ 28k
C E R k=0

with metric p(0, u) =

moreover the mapping ( h>B(-, Q is conjugate-holomorphic in the norm of every 2SX and in the
metric of2Sx.

Proof. We construct the operator T. Let m denote a multi-index (mlf..., mn) of
n n

positive integers, and write Yl mj = »>• The monomials xm(z) = Y[ (zj~aj)mj~l a r e ortho-

gonal in 2S; their norms are || %m fl = 7t*nm~*r7l... Cn. Set (pm = | %m | " xxm; the q>m form a
complete orthonormal system (" CONS") for 28. The reproducing kernel B{z, Q is
represented by B(-, Q = Y<Pm{0<Pm> the Ser»es converging in the norm of 28. We define the

m

operator T by

T is Hilbert-Schmidt, since £ | Tq>m ||2 = ^]m~2<oo. For every real number a and every
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we have

and consequently

B( ; 0 = I [mVm(Q][rVJ s T«38 = ^ a for a ^ 0.

Since each SS^ is dense in ^ for any 0 ^ /? ̂  a, we may extend the chain of spaces
38 a (a ^ 0) by duality. For every a > 0, regard 33 as a dense subspace of the anti-dual (^J*,
the imbedding given by

= (/»<P)o for every <pe^a and

Setting (^J* = ^?_a, we thus obtain a continuous scale of Hilbert spaces in the sense of
S. G. Kreln and others (cf. [3] for instance), and this scale is nuclear, since the imbedding
3Sa c <%p is nuclear whenever a — /? > 2. In this chain we can define any (real) power of T by
rVm = m~l><pm for arbitrary real /?, and then Tf3S = 0&f. Moreover, all the spaces 3Bfi

consist of holomorphic functions on P, and the space SSf, has, a reproducing kernel given by
Bfi(; 0 = T2pB(-, 0 (0eR). Also note that, for all a, jSeR, we have

Tl'B{;0e38x for every

At the very end of [1] it was proved by direct calculation that z\->B(-, z), regarded as
a function from P into 3SU is (strongly) conjugate holomorphic, i.e., it was shown that

3B(70/3Cj = l«n / r W , Z + hej)-B(; Q]
/i~0

exists in the norm of 381. (Note that the derivative on the left can always be defined pointwise
by

dB(-,Q _ dBjz, Q
si, c z j dlj '

which is known to exist.) In a completely analogous way one may calculate that, for any real
numbers a and p , the function Bp: P->38a given by z^Bfi(-, z) is conjugate-holomorphic in
the norm of 38a.

Finally, set 38^= V\ 38a and 38-x= U 38a, wit hthe corresponding projective and

inductive limit topology, respectively. 38^ is also equal to the nuclear countably-Hilbert

space f~) 38k (fc an integer); it is a Frechet space in the metric (" quasi-norm ")

Then z»Bp(-, z) (for every fixed /?eR) is also conjugate-holomorphic as a function from P
into ^a,. The nuclear space 38.^ is the strong anti-dual of ^ (and vice-versa), and it is
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continuously imbedded in the space H(P) of all holomorphic functions in P with the topology
of uniform convergence on compacts. The proof is complete.

REMARK. The space 36f has reproducing kernel T2fiB(-,Q. In any proper functional
Hilbert space / o n a set E, with reproducing kernel K, all bounded and certain unbounded
operators L have a representation of the following kind:

i.e.,

where A(-, x) = L*K{\ x) is the " kernel of L ". In the present situation, for any a, /?eR,
the operator T" in 36 f is represented by a kernel Sa/j, say, namely

(Note that all <pra lie in 39^.)

We now turn to the general case which corresponds to the preceding theorem. Let D be
a connected domain in C , and {3F, D} an arbitrary proper functional Hilbert space consisting
of functions that are holomorphic in D; denote the reproducing kernel of & by K(z, Q.
Let P be any polydisc whose closure is contained in D. Then we have the following result.

THEOREM 2. There exists a Hilbert subspace O ofSF containing all functions K{ •, £) (£ e P),
such that the imbedding of Q> into 2F is Hilbert-Schmidt, and the function P -* $ given by
C\-*K(-, C) is conjugate-holomorphic in the norm o/<E>.

Proof. Let SF \? be the space of restrictions to P of functions in OF. Since D is connected
and the functions in ^ are holomorphic, the subspace N(P) of OF of functions vanishing
identically on P is zero. Thus &\P is " the same " as &QN(P) = &. All functions in
2F \P are holomorphic in a neighbourhood of the closure of P, hence square integrable on P,
and so SF \v ( = 2F) is a Hilbert subspace of ^( i 1 ) = ^ with Bergman kernel B. Let G be the
" kernel of 2F in ^ ", i.e., (/, A)a = (/, Gh)? f o r / e i ^ , Ae^?; its square root (taken in 36) is
the canonical partial isometry of 38 onto OF. Then the reproducing kernel of 3F \P is the
restriction of K{z ,Q to PxP, and K(•, Q | P = CB(•, 0 for £eP. Let {(pm} and Tin 3$ be as
described in Theorem 1. Then

for all a ^ 0, and

Z || * l . II ^ I G | . E || T> m 11 (|| G* ||2 = || G | in

Now let {^m}, where w varies over all multi-indices of positive integers, be a CONS in
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3F = SF |P, and put

L4/m = GT'q>m = m-°G<pm

for some fixed a. Then K{-, QeLSF for all £eP, and, if a ^ 1, then L is Hilbert-Schmidt

Let a ^ 1 (fixed) from now on, and make L& into a Hilbert-Schmidt subspace O of !F
by defining the following norm on it:

| ^ | 2 : v = I ^ L ^ in ^ } .

We check that /T( •, Q is conjugate-holomorphic in the norm of O. It is known that the two
limits

dK(z, Qfflj = lim E-'iKi; z), K(
fc->0

and

lim H~l\K{; t; + hej)-K(; Q] in the norm of &
*-«o

exist, and the value of the second of these at z is just the first limit. Write

Because of the uniqueness of limits we only have to show now that the Ki<h converge, as
ft -> 0, in the norm of <I>; then their limit must lie in <D and equal dK(z, O/d^j. If £ e P, then

and

Due to our constructions, G restricted to <3la is a bounded operator of 88a into 0 ; moreover
K^h = G / i " 1 ^ - , £+ &>;)-£„,(•, Q] s GBx^h, and the Ba<^h converge in SSZ by Theorem 1.
Thus the Kiih converge in the norm of <S> as h -»0. The proof is complete.

REMARK. One could cover D by a sequence of polydiscs P t whose closures all lie in D,
redefine L and <t> suitably, and obtain the conclusions of Theorem 2 simultaneously for all
CeD.

It would be desirable to obtain a slightly better result than the space O in Theorem 2,
namely a nuclear FrSchet space ¥ continuously imbedded in OF, containing all K(-, Q (^eD),
such that the map £)->*? given by £ \-> K( •, Q is conjugate holomorphic in the topology of *P.
For the present we leave aside the problem of constructing such a nuclear subspace in a direct
way (without recourse to the space &§(P)).

If we restrict ourselves to a fixed polydisc whose closure lies in D, and if the closure Jl
of SF L = <F in 28 = 3d{P) reduces the operator T, we can proceed as follows. Let Q be the
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orthogonal projection onto M in 28. Then Q commutes with every T", and (?r generates the
nuclear Hilbert scale {Q3Sa : a eR} , Q38X = QT"3S. In this case the nullspace of the kernel G
(G defined in the proof of Theorem 2) equals the orthogonal complement of Jl, and, as G is
injective on every Q28& we simply transfer the norm || ||a from QSSa to GQ3Sa = G0$a and obtain
the nuclear Frechet space ¥ = fl {G^«» || | | J (aeR), which contains all K(•, Q (£eP). The
norm || ||a on GS8a is the same as that given in the above definition of a norm on $ (when we
used L\J/m = rn~aG(pm). Since £t+K(-, Q is conjugate-holomorphic in every norm | ||a, it is
conjugate-holomorphic in the metric

i+HI
REMARK. If 3>* and *P* are the (strong) anti-duals of the <S> and *F above, then

& c <&* c H(D) or F c ¥ * <= //(D) with continuous linear imbeddings, where / / ( £ ) is the
space of all holomorphic functions on D with the topology of uniform convergence on
compacts.
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